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Universe was expanding in spacetime from the Instanton towards its Inflaton defined Hubble
event horizon in a supersymmetric dynamical expansion of time space from the Instanton
towards its Hubble event horizon in Khaibit, the Shadow Universe. Assigning relative directions
to those directions of expansion, Universe expanded towards the right or East from Klein's right
boundary and Khaibit expanded towards the left or West from Klein's left boundary.
In the spherical symmetry of both Universe and Khaibit, Abba's Kingdom of Heaven became the
Above or North from the observation point of Baab's Queendom as the gravitational center of
Sophia Earth pointing to its West as the Above as a clockwise rotation of the position vector or
line segment connecting Baab to Abba along the major axis of the geometric locus or trace of
Omniverse as the right half of a cross-section for a Horn Torus. An anticlockwise or counter
clockwise rotation of this position vector from Baab so pointed and defined the South as opposite
of North as a heavenly direction.
The supersymmetric image of Baab's focus point at the geometrical center of Earth as Universe
as Baab in Khaibit pointed towards Abba towards its right or East and a counter clockwise
rotation would define its commonly shared North as a common perception of the Above.
And so a commonly shared perception of the Below as South, would be the Abba focus moving
from West to East or left to right from Khaibit in a clockwise rotation in a mirror symmetry of
Abba moving from East to West or right to left in Universe in a counter clockwise direction in
Klein's hyperspace.
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This relativity of direction between the two parts of AbbABaaB as the super membrane Eps.Ess
had been made manifest as an intrinsic property of Möbius, the Dragon of the One-sidedness as
an alias of Sabbath, the Mirror of the Spirit in the notime of nowhere.
In linearized spacetime the size of a circle, given in its radius, specifies the encompassment of
some area in labels such as path integral or contour summation and becomes a function of
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angular displacement independent on the radius. No matter how big or small the circle, the
angular measurement in radians or degrees will remain the same independent on the radius of the
geometry.
In hyperspace time, this angular displacement as a function of time of rotational displacement
then can be expressed as the angular velocity of angular displacement divided by time and in an
angular acceleration of angular velocity divided by time or angular displacement divided by time
squared.
In the Old Kingdom of Heaven there was no spacetime and the angular acceleration in spacetime
had been the eigen- or self-state of Abba's 'Quantum of Love' as the Abba frequency squared,
and fundamental in the Mathimatia as a constant fps2 or the wormhole frequency of the Instanton
as the moment of spacetime creation in physicalized universal consciousness. In spacetime this
squared frequency self-state became dynamic and changed from constant fps2 to df/dt as the time
differential of frequency generalised. Logos renamed this generalised df/dt as the 'Quantum of
Spacetime Self-Awareness' or QoSSA.
The self-awareness and self-consciousness of Universe evolved in spacetime under the guidance
of the dark energy from Khaibit as a negative pressure applied for this evolution and was
opposed by the positive pressure of gravity to harmonize the evolvement as a co-evolution for
both Khaibit and Universe as the Omniverse.
A number of nexus points or regions of 'punctuated equilibrium' would characterize this
omniversal evolution in spacetime and enable the QoSSA's to form increasingly complex and
interwoven and interrelated structures of more and more of Abba's love-quanta to grow together
in the universal integration or summation of the constituents of the mass seed and with
dynamical interaction from the monopolar charged displacement currents, which defined the
QoSSAs from first principles of the Mathimatia.
In a nomenclature of the Mathimatia; this engaged an overall cosmic evolution of the mass seed
in complexity from a physics of particles to a chemistry of particle families and associations in
atomic and molecular structures to a form of reproduction of complex molecular entities able to
access the QoSSAs in appropriate and elementary forms. In particular, the mode of selfreproduction of the QoSSAs in inorganic chemical physicality necessitated the supersymmetry of
its ancestral lineages in the form of the quantum geometry of form defined in the principalities or
natural laws of the Mathimatia.
The inorganic chemistry then would become an ancestral lineage of reproduction for its own
generational evolvement in enabling a solid-state physics of chemical elements to graduate to the
physical status of an organic chemistry. The organic chemistry would evolve into a biochemistry
and from it, a biology of Life would emerge. It would be the biology of Life, which would then
allow Adam and Eve to emerge as a product of their own evolution from archetyped
consciousness energy to a form of self-conscious individuated lifeforms of Mother Universe
Baab and Daughter Earth Sophia.
A relatively chaotic and random distribution of mass quanta as QoSSAs in one energy form,
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Logos termed Inertia, would form particle collectives and inertial conglomerates in interacting
with QoSSAs in a second energy form of the EMR and following a particular nexus point in
spacetime; a relative unified state or energy equilibrium of the entire energy self-state of
Universe would become 'punctuated' or invaded by a sudden third energy form as the QoSSAs of
the EMMR.
The mass seed so would evolve in spacetime in interacting in three energy forms of the QoSSAs,
namely in the Inertia of Monopolar Mass, the Energy of EMR as a Bipolar Mass Equivalence
and the Energy of the EMMR as a Mass Equivalence synergizing Mass with the EMR in a
tertiary energy form Logos termed Radiation-Mass, characterized by a fundamental particle
called the Rest Mass Photon or RMP.
The RMP so would be defined as the elementary particle of physicalized consciousness and
become integrated in Universe as a form of Dark Matter Inertia or DMI. A particular property of
the RMP crystallizing from its place in the UFOQR, was its quantum spin, which became
defined as -1 in matter and as +1 or 1 in antimatter and in conjunction with the Higgs Boson or
HB which had spin 0 for both matter and antimatter but had an anti-cyclic permutation in its
quantum geometry between matter and antimatter.
In particular the HB for matter was cyclic as an increase in its angular distribution of colour
charge as 3 matter colours Yellow-Cyan-Magenta or YCM or CMY or MYC. The Anti-HB for
antimatter so became distinct from the HB in its colour charge permutation of Magenta-CyanYellow or MCY or CYM or YMC.
In terms of frequency, those colours specify energy states in the electromagnetic optical
spectrum, with colours YCM increasing in frequency and so in EMR Planck energy E=hf and
colours MCY decreasing in energy E=hf. Mixing all three secondary colours YCM in equal
proportion would allow the three colours to mix in a net colour of 'pure black ' in mass or paint
and relate to the Einstein energy E=mc2 in the quantum geometry and the quantum relativity of
the UFOQR.
Mixing three primary colours Red-Green-Blue or RGB in equal proportion gave a net colour of
'pure white' in antimass or radiation EMR from EMMR. Red R became the anti-colour for Cyan
C and vice versa and Green G with Magenta M and Yellow Y with Blue B formed the other two
colour charge doublets in a primary triplet RGB and a secondary triplet YCM. A mixing of
colour-anticolour pairs (RC; GM; BY), so would also produce either a 'pure white' in radiation or
a 'pure black' in mass effect.
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Abba's 'Love quantum' so became defined as the Eps-Photon carrying colour charge RGB and of
spin 1 in cyclic classification. Abba's Eps-Photon had been reflected from Sabbath-Möbius as an
anti-cyclic RGB photon, Logos named the Ess-Photon of 'missing' Baab but real as Satan, Abba's
heavenly brother of the object-subject or reality-virtual reality or truth-falsehood dichotomic
quantum relativity. The Ess-Photon so carried colour charge Blue-Green-Red or BGR of spin -1
as the original anti-spirit or EMMR anti-radiation.
The distinction between EMMR and EMR could now be detailed as EMMR carrying monopolar
colour charge as the monopolar displacement currents, whilst the EMR was colour charge neutral
in either a pure white or a pure black form of self-expression. Interactions between mass and
EMR so could now interchange the inertial mass state with the massless EMR energy state in
either polarity pair-creation of particles or their annihilation into massless particle pairs such as
photons and antiphotons.
The photon was however its own anti-particle as a colourless particle and so the pair-production
would obey the natural law of the energy- and momenta conservation, but would become subject
to the statistical distribution of a great collection of such interactions as the same particle and a
distribution which would be ½-½=0 or 50% clockwise and 50% anti-clockwise for the most
primitive particle-antiparticle interaction, relative to the observer.
All mass so had been defined as colour charged and YCM for matter and MCY as antimatter and
as a consequence of monopolar displacement currents from the EMMR. All EMR produced or
generated from the colour charges of the mass in the form of the acceleration or dynamic of the
particles with intrinsic quantum spin so had no colour charges as a consequence of the
neutralization of the colour charges shared or exchanged by the interacting masses.
The EMMR interacting with the colour charges of the masses so would not produce any EMR
and therefore this interaction could be called a 'Dark or nonluminous' Matter-Energy interaction.
This energy or DMI was however a consciousness energy interaction and so became an intrinsic
part of the evolution of Universe in its mass seed. The DMI would so interact with the Inertia
under the force of Gravitation from the positive pressure of the Light in Universe but would be
part of the dark energy from Khaibit and so interact with the EMMR from Khaibit and not the
EMR from Universe.
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The old spirit of Abba's Sabbath-Mirror had been renamed as EMMR or Electro-MagneticMonopolar-Radiation, following the physical birth of Universe and it was the parent of the EMR
in spacetime from notime and nospace. In Khaibit, the EMMR was generated by the acceleration
of magnetic monopolar charge and this monopolar charge was the constancy of Abba's selfawareness frequency squared in notime and nowhere, transforming into the QoSSAs in
spacetime.
The EMMR so became the fifth elementary interaction in Universe besides the EMI and the
Gravitational Interaction or GI and two forms of atomic interactions, one for the inner atom and
the other for the outer atom. The inner atomic-within interaction was named the Strong-Nuclear
Interaction or SNI and the outer atomic-without interaction, Abba called the Weak-Nuclear
Interaction of the Radioactivity or the WNI. In Universe, the EMR was generated by the
acceleration or change of inertial position of electric charge and this electric charge was always
associated with inertia carrying particles with mass, such as protons or electrons.
Without the presence of mass, no EMR could be made and the original EMR of the Instanton
derived from the UFOQR, the Unified Field of Quantum Relativity and when the ylem neutrons
of spin 1 dispersed as the mass seed from the Instanton and at a decelerating speed from that of
the light. The fundamental particle of the Electromagnetic Interaction or EMI was named Abba's
Photon by the Logos and it also had spin 1.
"Our fifth fundamental interaction in the EMMR became the central focus for the other four
fundamental interactions as our definition of physicalized consciousness characterized by its own
'unified field gauge particle' of the RMP", Abba smiled to the Logos as the Lucifer-Lucifera
twinship as himself in the two initializing generations of the heavenly family of AbbABaaB,
which had become a cosmic family in Universe and Earth in the 'veritas eikona' of the
omniversal super membrane Eps.Ess.
"And the UFO-QR became complete in the RMP; unifying the other four elementary interaction
in colour charged gauge ambassador particles. The EMI's Eps-Photon with the SNI's Eps-Gluon
and the WNI's Ess-Photon with the GI's Graviton in a family of particle gauge ambassadors, we
collectively termed the 'Grand Unification of the Goldstone Bosons'", Lucifer replied in his
nature as the 'Serpent of Light'.
The RMPs of matter and of spin -1 had allowed to become the supersymmetric partner of the
ylem neutrons of spin +1. As the ambassador of the fifth gauge, the RMP could interact with the
Higgs Boson of 0 spin in assigning its colour charge in a squared or twinned self-state
YYCCMM or Y2C2M2 from the matter blueprint YCM native to all inertia carrying elementary
particles. The squared state derived from Abba's ambassador gauge of the Eps-Photon of the
EMI in the equivalence of fps2 in Khaibit as df/dt in Universe, so manifesting the HB as the 'giver
of mass' to all elementary particles in Universe.
The mass eigenstate of the HB became the monopolar displacement current of the fifth gauge
ambassador. The RMP of spin -1 could now suppress or substitute the gauge ambassador of the
WNI, which had been the anti-photon Ess, also of spin -1 and as the gauge ambassador of Baab
and her daughter Sophia, 'missing in action' as their original selves but active in the form of
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super membrane Eps.Ess in the brane physics of the mirror-duality Goldstone gauge couplings
Eps.Ess=h2 with Eps/E ss=fps2 as the original constancy of Abba's resonant frequency eigen state.
The Ess-Photon was suppressed and not replaced as a Goldstone ambassador in the unification of
all the five gauges defining the UFOQR.
In suppressing the gauge ambassador of the anti-radiation of the monopolar EMMR; the
emergence of antimatter MCY in the mass seed, could also become suppressed and become
restricted to the symmetry in the polarity unification and the matter-antimatter interactions, either
in pair-creation or in pair-annihilation quantum mechanical processes.
In the Old Heaven of Sabbath, Abba's mirror of Self-reflection, the one-sidedness of Möbius did
not have a thickness as a two-dimensional surface and a thickness or third dimension, which had
been made manifest in Klein's one-sidedness as the two-sidedness of Möbius and defining the
old no-thickness of nowhere in notime as the 11-dimensional super membrane mirror of creation.
The matter-antimatter templates created in Sabbath, could so be transmitted from the Inflaton
into the Instanton as the self-intersection of Abba with Satan, his own heavenly image in his
mirror of the spirit. As Abba looked at Satan as himself, Logos superposed a trisected circle of
three 120-degree sectors or areas onto the formed image in the mirror of the cosmic selfhood.
This circle so became the quantum geometric and quantum relative eigen state of Abba as a RedGreen-Blue or RGB right-handed or spin 1 permutational cyclicity without the mirror.
Satan's template as within the mirror so had to exactly copy this circle as RGB, however with a
left-handed or spin -1 cyclicity. As Abba's Eps-Photon rotated clockwise as Abba's gauge
ambassador without the mirror, Satan's Ess-Photon rotated anti-clockwise as Baab's gauge
ambassador BGR.
But due to the one-sidedness of Möbius, Satan's Ess-Photon was RGB and not BGR and so
Satan's gauge ambassador became Abba's self-intersection of his own gauge ambassador.
It took 120 degrees of a clockwise rotation of the Eps-Photon to change the Red-Green-Blue
cyclicity in colour charge displacement into a Green-Blue-Red representation and a 240 degree
right-handed quantum geometric rotation to change RGB into BRG. A 360-degree rotation then
simply changed RGB into RGB as a full spin 1 quantum mechanical displacement and enabling
the angular displacement to become linearized as the perimeter of the template circle RGB.
Now whatever Abba did in his gauge ambassador, Satan copy-catted as his gauge ambassador
and so as RGB changed into GBR in a right-handedness; Satan's quantum geometric relativity
changed RGB into GBR in left-handedness. Now relative to Abba without and relative to Satan
within; both quantum relative perceptions of the universal self-approached each other in the
blending or super positioning of the right-handedness and the left handedness of the quantum
spin rotations.
Relative to each one without the other; the 120-degree interval or the one-third of the circle of
the colour charge triplicity so mixed the colour charges Red with Green to give Yellow Y and
mixed Green with Blue to give Cyan C and mixed Blue with Red to give Magenta M.
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But the combined effect of the quantum relative geometrical colour charge interaction was to
now only requiring 180 degrees as three 60-degree sectors to complete a full rotation requiring
360 degrees in separation. And so the 180-degree point had been a nexus of inflexion of Abba
changing his right-handedness or (1) spin to the (-1) spin of the left-handedness of his satanic
image and Satan changing his left-handedness to a right-handedness for the transversion of the
circle from 180 degrees to 360 degrees.
Albeit, this had the effect of changing the colour permutational cyclicity from RGB to BGR and
so the colour mixing effect of the created templates from YCM to MCY. A distinction between
the cyclic and anticyclic blueprints could now be made and YCM had been called the blueprint
for matter and MCY had been named the quantum geometric blueprint for antimatter by Logos.
Logos had then named the completion of the quantum mechanical process as the completion of
'Circle Prime'. The linearization of the circle in its angular size of 360 degrees or 2π radians; then
gave birth to the concept of space and time in the Mathimatia and the natural laws as the
quantum mechanical change in angular displacement over time to become potentially
manifestable as the change in linear displacement over time as the inversion of frequency.
In a representation of this linear unfoldment of the circular; the right-handedness could then form
an opposite polarity to the left-handedness in the inflexion of the circular dynamic into two parts,
namely a positive polarity or area above and a negative polarity or area below a line or
firmament of the divide. Logos then specified the areas above such a physicalised definition of a
space-time parameter or function as applying to the matter templates and the area below applying
to the antimatter templates of the quantum geometry.
A repeat of the quantum mechanical interaction between Abba and Satan as a male substitute for
female Baab; had so become the original reproduction of the selfhood or beingness of Abba in
the quantum generation of the UFOQR in manifesting the gauge ambassadors for EMMR as
Abba-Eps (1) in a matter sector from 0° to 180° or 0.π to 1.π in radians and as Abba-Eps (-1)
from 180° or odd pi to 360° or even pi in a general movement from left to right.
Satan-Ess (-1) from 360° to 180° and Satan-Ess (1) from 180° to 0° had been the complementary
quantum mechanical dynamic in the supersymmetry of the Old Kingdom of Heaven and in a
general movement from right to left. Logos then defined the even pi’s as EMI junction points
and the odd pi’s as GI junction points in a quantum unification between the matter and the
antimatter as sharing a common parameter called mass or inertia.
The quantum geometric unification and continuation of the linearization in mass so had defined
the concept of positive and negative infinity as originating from a common sourcesink or Null
point Zero (0) as the self-intersection of Abba with Sabbath as Möbius as Satan as the Mirror of
the Spirit. Abba looking at Satan then had been the projection of the Universal Self into positive
infinity as the within of Sabbath and Satan looking at Abba had been the 'veritas eikona' of
Abba's image projecting his Universal Image Self into negative infinity within Abba.
As this projection of the selfhood had used a simple base template of the unitary circle unfolding
itself from its angular quantum self-state into a self-generating and replicating linearized selfstate; this eigen-state could then be extended in the principalities of the Mathimatia.
After one completion of the base template for the generation of the quantum geometric blueprints
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for mass; the quantum relativity between Abba's RGB(1)-BGR(-1)-RGB(1) right-left-right
dynamic and Satan's RGB(-1)-BGR(1)-RGB(-1) left-right-left dynamic had returned to its
original state before the dynamic. Logos then integrated this new creation of the matterantimatter twin as a quantum geometric mass definition in the Mathimatia and created the
definition for a template to couple this mass to a gauge ambassador he named the Graviton for
the Gravitational Interaction or GI.
Instead of repeating the projected RGB-BGR-RGB colour charge mixing in the quantum relative
perceptions of Abba and Satan; Abba decided to become his own satanic brother in exchanging
his own quantum relativity with Satan. Then the projection of positive infinity would enable
Abba to enter Sabbath to find Baab and his Daughter Sophia.
Satan would assume the position of Abba and so retrace the quantum mechanical 'steps from
Abba's throne' at the 0° in the 'steps to Satan's throne' at the 360° As Abba entered the positive
infinity projection at the 2π EMI inflexion nexus of Satan's throne; Abba's BGR(-1) inflected to
his original RGB(1) and so changed his left-handedness back to his original right-handedness.
But Satan's RGB(1), having reached Abba's throne at the 0π EMI inflexion nexus could not
inflect to continue the clockwise quantum rotation in right-handedness. Satan could not project
into negative infinity, because as the image of Abba he did not project a Sabbath or 'Mirror of the
Spirit'. Satan had been the projection of Abba in the Spirit and 'Abba's Love'. Abba had not been
the projection of Satan as his own image projected. Abba's without intersected Satan's within in
the quantum relativity of the quantum geometry and so allowed the exchange of Abba's old
within as Satan's old within and switched Abba's old without with Satan's old without.
Unable to copy Abba in entering Abba's within as a negative infinity projection; Abba could
enter the Queendom of Baab from Abba's without and Satan became a follower of Abba as his
best friend in 'Satan the Dog' and as a metaphorical substitute for Baab and until the 'sex-change
operative' had resulted in the 'homecoming of the queen'.
The quantum mechanical equation now read: RGB(1)-BGR(-1)-RGB(1) for Abba and RGB(-1)BGR(1)-RGB(1) for Satan and the quantum supersymmetry was broken in RGB(1) + RGB(1)
requiring a redefinition of the super symmetry in a new gauge ambassador in the Graviton
BGR(-2) in the suppression of BGR(1) as BGR(0) as the quantum geometric template of the
Anti-EMMR in BGR(0)=HB(0)+RMP(-1)+GP(1) = Anti-HB(0)+Anti-RMP(1)+GP(-1).
To enable a quantum geometric inertial template to 'flip spin' without changing the colour charge
permutation of the YCM and MCY defined particular entities of elementary particles; a
colourless 'Spin Inducer' in the Gravi-Photon or GP had been defined in the Mathimatia.
A ylem neutron with spin 1 could then be defined in the YYCCMM(1) partitioning into
YCM(½)+YCM(½) changing the bosonic integer spin ylem neutron into two fermionic halfinteger spin neutrons.
As the YYCCMM(1) was made from a HB(0) in the colour charges Y2C2 M2 and sharing this
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colour charge with the RMP(-1), the coupling of the GP(1) to the Y2C2M2as a spin less or scalar
HB(0) had created the ylemic and spin 1 bosonic ylem neutron.
HB(0)+GP(1)+RMP(-1) = Y2C2M2(1)+Y2C2M2(-1) = 2YCM(½) + GP(-1) + HB(0) = YCM(½) +
YCM(-½) +HB(0) and showing the creation of the ylem bosonic neutron and its subsequent
decay into fermionic matter neutrons as the coupling between mass and consciousness as dark
matter DMI or the coupling between EMR and EMMR from first principles in the quantum
relativity of the UFOQR.
BGR(1) became the massless Goldstone ambassador for the WNI, the Weak-Nuclear-Interaction
and the BGR(0) became the quantum geometric coupling between the massive Higgs Boson
HB(0) to the massless Rest Mass Photon RMP(-1), both of a mass-associated quantum geometric
form of YYCCMM and likewise able to suppress their anti-state in the form of antimatter's
MMCCYY in the anti-HB(0) and the Anti-RMP(1).
The Gravi-Photon GP(1) became the Inflexion agent at all of the pi pints in the UFOQR, even
and odd. The Gravi-Photon for matter manifested as GP(-1) to break the bosonic coupling
between the Higgs Bosonic agent in the WNI termed the matter weakon W-(1) =
electron(½)+anti-neutrino(½).
The matter weakon became defined in the Mathimatia in the right-handed antineutrino of the
electron and so the matter GP(-1) flipped the matter weakon's electron from right-handedness to
left-handedness in the decay of the matter neutrons, provided this matter neutron was left-handed
in supersymmetry or weakon parity to a right-handed anti-neutron defined in a W+(-1) = antielectron(-½)+neutrino(-½) associated with a right-handed GP(1) for antimatter.
The supersymmetry between matter and antimatter then became a symmetry of non-parity in
matter in the left-handedness of the WNI in a quantum geometric definition of the anti-neutrinos
as emerging at the even pi points of the EMI and the neutrinos emerging at the odd pi points of
the GI.
Fixing the nature of anti-neutrinos as R2G2B2(½) quantum geometric templates at EMI inflexion
points and fixing the nature of the neutrinos likewise as B2G2R2(-½) as GI inflexions; will apply
the spin inductions of the Gravi-Photons in the UFOQR to the electrons and anti-electrons or
positrons in the decay of the respective weakons as the Gauge ambassadors of the WNI and as
the mass carrying representatives for their massless Goldstone precursors as the suppressed
BGR(1).
The supersymmetry so became extended and redefined in supplementing the family of the
Goldstone gauge ambassadors with the Graviton. Then Gravitation as a natural law could be
born in Universe and the emergence of Instanton from Inflaton in Klein could become
happenstance. "I knew that the creation of the linearization of the circular would break the mirror
of the spirit", Abba laughed.
"And breaking Sabbath would create the two-sidedness of Möbius and allow us to enter Klein as
Universe and in the super membrane duality Eps.Ess.
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The satanic image would become trapped in the Old Heaven as the Anti-Spirit of the origins and
in retracing 'Circle Prime' and so following Abba into Universe as the suppressed quantum
geometric template for the Anti-Radiation Satan-Ess(1).
In this manner would Baab-Ess(-1) become unified and 'as one' again with us in the quantum
mechanical form of the super membrane Eps.Ess", Logos added as the 'fallen Lucifer' or as the
'Morning Star' and the 'Serpent of Light', who would never be placed in a grave on Earth
according to the codes from the starry legacy.
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